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Dear editor,

With the rapid development of cloud comput-
ing, data storage and sharing services have been
widely used. Users can easily work together as a
group by sharing data with each other. To pro-
vide shared data integrity and availability of re-
mote cloud storage, a number of schemes [1–3]
have been proposed with the support of dynam-
ic data and public verifiability. Nevertheless, these
schemes [1–3] rarely consider the problem of group
user revocation. Recently, researchers have begun
to discuss it and proposed the following schemes.
Wang et al. [4] presented a public integrity verifi-
cation scheme based on proxy re-signatures. Yuan
and Yu [5] proposed a scheme with secure group
user revocation. Jiang et al. [6] provided a pub-
lic integrity verification scheme with secure group
user revocation to resist collusion attacks.

Unfortunately, these schemes [4–6] are still not
secure against collusion between a revoked group
user and the cloud server. To achieve secure group
user revocation and resist collusion attacks, we
present a new public integrity verification scheme.
Based on a Merkle hash tree (MHT) structure and
proxy re-signatures, our scheme provides enhanced
security against collusion attacks.

Methodology. A cloud storage system model
is composed of three major entities: a cloud serv-

er, group users and a third party auditor (TPA).

Group users include many general users and a
group manager (i.e., data owner) who is the owner
of the shared data and manages the membership
of the general users. The TPA is in charge of ver-
ifying the integrity of the shared data.

We assume that data owner A’s private/public
key pair is skA = πA, pkA = gπA and the group
general user Uj ’s private/public key pair is
skj = πj , pkA = gπj , where g is a generator of
group G1 with prime order p. At the be-
ginning, given skA, secret ǫ0, and data block
mk, A produces the signature of mk as: δk =
(H(mk)ω

mk)πAǫ0 , where H is a hash function and ω

is another G1 generator. Then, A generates a root
R based on the MHT construction, where the leaf
nodes of the tree are an ordered set of BLS (Boneh-
Lynn-Shacham) [7] hashes of H(mk). Afterwards,
A signs the root R with skA as sigskA

(H(R)) ←
(H(R))πA .

When Uj modifies a shared data block, Uj

first computes the corresponding signature δi
′ =

(H(mi
′)ωmi

′

)
πjǫj

for mi
′ with πj and secret ǫj.

Uj then sends update information update =
(i,mi

′, δi
′) to the cloud server. Upon receiving

the messages, the cloud server firstly replaces mi

and δi with mi
′ and δi

′ respectively, then gener-
ates the value of new root R′ with mi

′. Final-
ly, it sends Pupdate = {H(mi),Ωi, sigsk(H(R)), R′}
to Uj , where Ωi denotes the node siblings on the
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path from the leaves {h(H(mi))} to the root R of
the MHT, where h is a cryptographic hash func-
tion. To reduce the computation and communi-
cation overhead of the user and the cloud server,
we adopt a different method to allow Uj to mod-
ify l (l > 2) data blocks simultaneously. The de-
tailed description will be shown in our supplemen-
tary file.

When A revokes a group general user Ut, ev-
ery signature generated by user Ut needs to be
recomputed. Firstly, A receives sigsk(H(R)) of
current root R from the cloud server, then A

confirms the identity of sigsk(H(R)) by checking

e(sigsk(H(R)), g)
?
= e(H(R), gπt), where gπt repre-

sents Ut’s public key. If it is true, A will recom-
pute sigskA

(H(R)) and send it to the cloud serv-
er; otherwise, it indicates the root R is signed
by some valid group user. Secondly, A computes
πA(ǫ0+ρ)

πtǫt
(mod p) and sends it to the cloud server,

ρ ∈ Z∗
p, where ǫt is Ut’s secret. Finally, A gener-

ates gπA(ǫ0+ρ) and ǫ0+ρ
ǫ0

(mod p), and then sends
them to the valid group users and the TPA. After
they receive the message, the previous pubic in-
formation gπAǫ0 will be discarded. When A or the
valid group users want to check whether the cur-
rent shared data is intact, the TPA will perform
the verification process as follows:

(1) Challenge message generation. Firstly, the

TPA generates gr
′

and g
(
ǫ0+ρ

ǫ0
)r′

, where r′ is a ran-
dom element in Z∗

p. Next, the TPA picks a random
c-element subset I of set [1,n], where n is the total
number of shared data blocks. For each i ∈ I, the
TPA chooses a random vi ∈ Z∗

q . Finally, the T-

PA sends {i, vi}i∈I , g
r′ and g

(
ǫ0+ρ

ǫ0
)r′

to the cloud
server.

(2) Proof generation. Upon receiving the chal-
lenge messages from the TPA, the cloud server
firstly computes

µ =
∑

i∈I

vimi (1)

for data blocks in the challenged set I modified by
the revoked user Ut. It next computes

δt
′ = (δt)

πA(ǫ0+ρ)

πtǫt = (H(mi)ω
mi)

πA(ǫ0+ρ)
(2)

for data blocks in the challenged set I modified by
the valid group users. It then computes

δj
′ = (δj)

πAǫ0
πjǫj = (H(mi)ω

mi)
πAǫ0 (3)

for those blocks in the challenged set I created
or modified by A. Nothing changes. Finally, the
cloud server aggregates the above values as

φ =
∏

i∈I

φi
vi

=
∏

i∈rev

e
(

δi, g
r′
)vi ∏

i/∈rev

e
(

δi, g
(
ǫ0+ρ

ǫ0
)r′
)vi

=
∏

i∈I

e
(

(H(mi)ω
mi)πA(ǫ0+ρ), gr

′

)vi

. (4)

Afterwards, the cloud server generates proof P =
{

µ, φ, {H(mi),Ωi}i∈I , sigski
(H(R))

}

, and returns
it to the TPA.

(3) Proof verification. Based on the responses
from the cloud server, the TPA generates
root R with {H(mi),Ωi}i∈I and authenticates
sigski

(H(R)) by checking

e(sigski
(H(R)), g)

?
= e(H(R), gπi), (5)

where ski belongs to the private-key sets of A and
the valid group users. It is used for generating
the signature of the current root R, where gπi is
the corresponding public key. If it fails, the TPA
outputs FALSE and reports it to A and the valid
group users. Otherwise, the TPA checks

φ
?
= e

(

∏

i∈I

(H(mi))
viωµ, gπA(ǫ0+ρ)r′

)

. (6)

If it is true, the TPA believes the correctness of
the shared data with user revocation; otherwise,
the shared data has been corrupted. Finally, the
TPA reports the verification result to A and the
valid group users.

Experimental results. We evaluate the per-
formance of our proposed scheme and the schemes
proposed in [1,4–6]. The size of each block is 4 KB.
The sizes of the selected shared files are 64 MB,
128 MB, 256 MB, and 512 MB. To evaluate the
influence of the group size, we vary the revoked
user number from 50 to 450. Lastly, the selected
block number c = 460.

The comparison of integrity verification time
cost for the TPA and the cloud server in [1,4,5], for
when the data owner initially uploads the shared
data to the cloud server, is almost equal, as shown
in Figure 1(a). In this letter, the experiment re-
sults related to [6] are not shown. An explanation
is provided in our supplementary file. With regard
to our scheme, the verification time is about seven
to nine times as long as that of [1, 4, 5]. Howev-
er, as depicted in Figure 1(b), as the size of the
data block increases, the computation cost of our
scheme could be decreased significantly.

The computation and communication costs, for
when a single group user modifies a multi-block,
are depicted in Figure 1 (c) and (d), respectively.
It can be seen that the costs of the user and the
cloud server in the data modification process could
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Figure 1 (Color online) Experimental results. (a) Data block of the same size (block size = 4 KB, c = 460); (b) data
blocks of different size (file size = 8 MB, c = 460); (c) computation cost (file size = 8 MB, block size = 4 KB); (d) com-
munication cost (file size = 8 MB, block size = 4 KB); (e) single revoked user modifies multi-block (file size = 8 MB, block
size = 4 KB, c = 460); (f) multi-user modify multi-block (file size = 8 MB, block size = 4 KB, c = 460).

be reduced significantly with the method proposed
in our supplementary file.

The results of the verification cost between [4,5]
and our proposed scheme, for when a revoked user
modifies a multi-block, are shown in Figure 1(e).
With the increase in the amount of shared data
modified by the revoked user, it should be noticed
that the verification time in our proposed scheme
is the longest, which is a problem we have to face.

The run time of the integrity verification pro-
cess, for when the data owner revokes multi-user
and each revoked user is supposed to modify dif-
ferent data blocks, is demonstrated in Figure 1(f).
Obviously, the run time of [4,5] and our proposed
scheme will increase with the number of revoked
users. Nevertheless, the growth rate of our pro-
posed scheme is the least. Therefore, we believe
that the verification time in [4,5] will grow rapidly
with the increase in the number of revoked users.
In conclusion, based on the secure multi-user revo-
cation, compared with [4–6], our proposed scheme
is feasible and the total cost is acceptable in the
cloud environment.

Conclusion. In this letter, we propose a novel
public integrity verification scheme for the dynam-
ic shared data that defends against collusion at-
tacks. Compared with existing schemes, we prove,
with the theoretical analysis in our supplementary
file, that the proposed scheme provides enhanced
security against a collusion attack. Furthermore,
based on the secure multi-user revocation, the ex-
perimental results demonstrate that our proposed
scheme is feasible and the total cost is acceptable
in the cloud environment.
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